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For a detailed description of the present the steam headers into the tube boxes a steam
form of my invention, reference may be had tight joint is provided. The tubes are thus
to the following specification and to the ac carried by the wall of the tube boxes and se
companying drawings forming a part there cured longitudinally by nuts K in the tube
box which is open to the atmosphere. The 55
5 of, wherein
Fig. 1 shows a heater unit einbodying my tribes may assume a spiral form between their
invention and
ends as indicated in Fig. 2. Through each
Fig. 2 shows a grouping of similar units. of the tubes extends an electric resistor ele
ment, acting as a heater, which reaches from
Fig. 3 is a detail.
10 My invention relates to a car heater oper a tube box 2 at one end to a corresponding 60
able either by steam or by electricity and tube box 2 at the opposite end of the heater.
employed for cars which, at times, are in In these tube boxes the usual electrical con
supply
cluded in trains drawn by steam locomo nection may be made with electrical
,
tives, and so having steam available as the conductors.
15 heating agency, but, at other times, are in Fig. 2 shows how heaters like those shown 65
trains propelled by electric locomotives when in Fig. I may be grouped and arranged for
electricity is the heating agency available. practical service in a car. Here pipes A.
My purpose is to have one heater installed and B have at their outer ends headers E
in the car with but a single heat, radiating and F, each provided with a corresponding
20 surface which may receive its heat from ei tube box 2. Each pipe has a series of indi- 70
vidual coupler-sleeves 10 dividing it into sec
ther one of the two heating agencies.
Turning to Fig. 1 of the drawings, A, B, tions. At the center of the pipes the two
C and D represent steam pipes, connected pipes B and Chave headers G and H, while
across at their ends by headers E and F. at both ends the pipes C and D have these
25 These headers also represent the means for headers M and L tube boxes. 2. This arrange- 75
introducing steam into the said pipes at linent puts in Series a set of heater units on
one end and withdrawing of water there each side of the center, and the two sets are
from at the other end, this water being the in branching relation to each other with re
residuum from the steam after the heat has

been withdrawn from it by radiation from
the outside surface of the pipes. However
the steam may enter and the water be with
drawn at any other suitable point in the pipe
system. From the outside surface of said
35 pipe system the heat is to be radiated into
the car whether the agency creating that
heat be steam or electricity. Outside of each
header and effectively partitioned from its
interior space is formed a tube box 2 which
40 is provided with a removable cover plate,
that plate being shown in place at the right
hand box of Fig. 1 and screwed down, but
is not in place at the left hand box of said
figure. Through the several steam pipes A,
45 B, C, D, and inside thereof, extend metal
tubes 3, 4, 5 and 6 which are concentric with,
but longer than, the steam pipes, so as to
pass transversely across the interior of head

Spect to a single set of inlet and outlet steam
80
pipes X and Y at the center.

The aforesaid couplers have each a sleeve
10 joining the adjacent pipe ends and enclos
ing a steam space which conducts the steam
from one pipe section to the next, just as the
headers form a steam connection between ad- 8
jacent parallel pipes. In each coupler-sleeve
10 is a tube box 2 which lies inside of the
coupler-sleeve, whereas the tube boxes 2 at
the ends lie outside of the steam headers E,

F, G and H. But in any case the tube boxes, 90
within
which are
the electrical
connections,
are effectively
partitioned
off from
the space

in the headers or sleeves 10 that form the
Steam connection between consecutive steam

pipes, while the tubes carrying the electric
heater resistor pass through the steam space
and enter the tube boxes.
By this means, it will be manifest, that the
ers E and F and thence into the tube boxes 2 outside surface of the steam pipes forms a
50 at either end. When these tubes pass out of single radiating surface for delivering heat 0

2

1,909,598

to the interior of the car, but that behind

5. A steam-electric car heater comprising

that single radiating surface are two dis an external steam pipe, a parallel internal
tinct agencies for heating it, one agency being tube containing an electrical heating resistor
steam and the other electricity. Moreover and spaced from the steam pipe, and a coupler
the electrical heating means are inside of the containing two separate compartments one 70
steam heating means. Thereby a casual ob steam-tight and connecting adjoining pipe
server would see only an ordinary steam heat sections and the other at atmospheric pres
ing system and only by close examination sure and connecting adjoining tube sections.
would know that it was equally an electric 6. A coupler for a steam-electric car heater
10 heating system. When there is no steam in containing two compartments separated by a 5
the pipes, the steam locomotive being de wall, one of said compartments having pneans
tached from the train and replaced by elec for supporting steam pipes and the other
tric propelling means, then the electrical compartment having means located in said
resistors in the tubes will be connected to

the source of electrical supply by well known

ERE wall for supporting electrically 80

heated tubes.

means. These resistors, which are insulated Signed at Albany, county of Albany, State
electrically from the tubes enclosing them of New York, this 24th day of April, 1929.
ROBERT. J. PARSONS.
will radiate their heat to the tubes which
will, in turn, radiate heat to the steam pipes
so and the pipes will radiate it to the air in
the car just as they would do if the heat were
supplied to them by steam. The tube boxes
between succeeding sections of tube, will be
accessible, by means of their removable cov
ers outside of the steam pipes, whereby the
electrical connections between succeeding re
sistors in the tubes can be established inde
pendently of the steam pipes and their steam
connections.
What I claim as new and desire to secure by
Letters Patent is:
1. A steam electric heater of the character
described comprising a steam pipe having an
As internal steam space and an exposed heatra:
diating surface, an electric heater extended
through said steam space and out of contact
with the wall of said pipe, so that either steam
or electricity may be selectively employed to

o

s heat said Afg surface, said electric heat

s

A steam-electric car heater arranged to
prising a steam pipe in connected sections,
meansby which steam may be introduced into

to

er,
being supported independently of said
pipe.
rádiate heat from its external surface.com

said pipe sections and internal electricall
h s tubes within said pipes but separate
therefrom
by thethrough
steam space,
E. the
steam hypass
the pipeso indepen
dently if the said tubes.
3. steam-electric car heater comprising
a heistiadiating steam pipe formed in sec
tions, internal electrically-heated tubes also
in sections, couplers for the said pipes, and
couplers for the tube sections accessible out
side of the steam couplers.
4. A steam-electric car heater comprising
aheat-radiating steam pipe formed in Sec.
s tions, an electrically, heated tube inside of
said pipe, and a coupler having two separate
compartments, one a closed compartment
communicating with two adjacent pipe sec
tions and the other, an open compartment
is comunicating with two adjacent tube

s

